Facial image comparison is difficult for unfamiliar faces and easy for familiar faces. Those conclusions are robust, but they arise from situations in which the people being identified cooperate with the effort to identify them. In forensic and security settings, people are often motivated to subvert identification by manipulating their appearance, yet little is known about deliberate disguise and its effectiveness. We distinguish two forms of disguiseevasion (trying not to look like oneself) and impersonation (trying to look like another person). We present a new set of disguised face images (the FAÇADE image set), in which models altered their appearance to induce specific identification errors. In Experiment 1, unfamiliar observers were less accurate matching disguise items, and especially evasion items, than matching undisguised items. A similar pattern held in Experiment 2, in which participants were informed about the disguise manipulations. In Experiment 3, familiar observers saw through impersonation disguise, but accuracy was lower for evasion disguise. Quantifying the performance cost of disguise reveals distinct performance profiles for impersonation and evasion. Evasion disguise was especially effective, and reduced identification performance for familiar observers as well as for unfamiliar observers. We subsume these findings under a statistical framework of face learning.
Introduction
Face images are frequently used to identify people. In criminal and security settings, this connection between facial appearance and personal identity can motivate people to alter their appearance, with a view to making identification more difficult. For example, one might transform one's usual appearance to avoid being recognised as oneself (Evasion disguise). Alternatively, one might imitate another individual, to pass oneself off as that person (Impersonation disguise). Some instances of disguise may reflect criminal intentfor example, a fugitive may wish to conceal his identity, or to mimic the photo in a stolen passport. However, identities can also be changed to protect people, as when ensuring the safety of undercover police or protected witnesses.
Applied face identification often relies on perceptual face matching Bruce, Henderson, Newman & Burton, 2001) . A face-matching task involves comparing images of faces to establish whether they show the same person or different people. Twenty years of research has shown that accuracy on this task is surprisingly poor when the faces are unfamiliar to the viewers. Error rates are typically around 10-30% for images from different sources, even when overall image quality is good (e.g. Burton, White, & McNeill, 2010; Megreya & Burton, 2006; White, Kemp, Jenkins, Matheson & Burton, 2014) . On the other hand, accuracy is very high when the faces are familiar (Clutterbuck & Johnston, 2002 , 2004 Noyes & Jenkins, 2017; Jenkins, McLachlan, & Renaud, 2014) , even when image quality is poor (Burton, Wilson, Cowan, & Bruce, 1999; Jenkins & Kerr, 2013) . One way of understanding this familiarity contrast is through the statistics of perceptual experience. On this view, repeated exposure to a person's face builds up a representation of that particular face in the mind of the beholder . This mental representation encapsulates the range of variability seen for that person's appearance (Jenkins, White, Van Montfort, & Burton, 2011; Burton, Kramer, Ritchie, & Jenkins, 2016) . A new image will be recognised as a specific person if it falls within the stored range for that particular person (Burton, Jenkins, & Schweinberger, 2011) . The situation for an unfamiliar face is very different (Bruce, 1982; . With no prior exposure to the unfamiliar face, the viewer has no representation of its variability. That makes it difficult to interpret differences between compared images. The differences might reflect variability within a single face, or they might reflect variability between faces. Without a larger sample of images (and the attendant face learning), it is hard to tell. These principles are solid, and have clear implications for face identification in applied settings. However, they are derived almost entirely from studies in which the people being identified are cooperating with the effort to identify them. In virtually all of these studies, photographic models whose images were presented (Burton et al., 2010; White, Phillips, Hahn, Hill & O'Toole., 2015) , or volunteers whose faces were viewed live (Kemp, Towell, & Pike, 1997; White et al. 2014) , made no deliberate attempt to alter their facial appearance.
Yet deliberate changes of appearance are attempted in some real world settings. Thus, projections from experimental evidence (no disguise) may underestimate the problem in those situations (disguise). Our purpose here is to use the image statistics framework outlined above to investigate deliberate disguise, and to calibrate expectations of face identification accuracy in the real world. We proceed with a brief summary of disguise research to date, and set out three opportunities to advance current understanding.
Among the first researchers to examine effects of disguise on face recognition performance were Patterson and Baddeley (1977) . They compared recognition memory for learned face photos that were later presented in identical or disguised form. Recognition accuracy was higher for identical images than for disguised images. This finding may not be especially surprising, given that memory for specific face images tends to be good (Bruce, 1982) . The basic result that disguise impairs recognition accuracy has since been replicated in several other memory experiments (Righi, Peissig, & Tarr, 2012; Terry, 1994; Terry, 1993) .
One limitation of previous studies is that the techniques used to create disguise stimuli have often been simplistic. The most common approach has been to photograph models with and without a wig, fake beard, or glasses. Thus, the disguise amounts to adding standard paraphernalia that occludes parts of the underlying face (Patterson & Baddeley, 1977; Terry, 1993; Terry, 1994; Meissner, Susa, & Ross, 2013) . In other studies, hairstyle changes, wigs, or glasses have been effected using computer graphics (Righi et al., 2012) .
Interestingly, Patterson and Baddeley (1977) took a rather different approach to disguise in their first experiment, using images of actors in different character roles as the learning and test images. Their approach has much to recommend it, as it leaves the means of disguise open-ended, rather than prescribing a particular means (such as donning glasses). It also allows different individuals to disguise themselves in different ways, rather than imposing the same generic change in appearance across all models. Despite these virtues, the Patterson and Baddeley (1977) approach to disguise did not catch on.
Second, the majority of research on disguise has overlooked the transformative effect of familiarity on face identification. Familiar face recognition is robust even in very challenging image conditions that reduce the accuracy of unfamiliar viewers Clutterbuck & Johnston, 2002) . This finding raises the question of whether familiar viewers see through disguise more easily than unfamiliar viewers. To our knowledge, Dhamecha, Singh, Vatsa, and Kumar (2014) are the only researchers to have compared familiar and unfamiliar viewers in the context of disguise. The main focus of their study was a comparison of human and computer performance for disguised faces. Viewers were presented with arrays of eight image pairs, most of which were disguised in some way (e.g. a face mask that obscured the mouth; sunglasses that hid the eyes). For each pair, the task was to decide whether the images showed the same person. Viewers who were familiar with the faces outperformed viewers who were not. However, the study could not directly compare performance for disguised and undisguised images, because both types of image were intermixed in the same displays.
Finally, previous disguise research has focused exclusively on evasion (trying not to look like oneself), and has overlooked impersonation (trying to look like a specific other person).
This omission leaves a substantial disconnect between laboratory experiments and the realworld problem of identity fraud. In practice, identity fraud often involves use of another person's Photo-ID (Kemp et al., 1997; White et al., 2014) , yet this important aspect of disguise has been entirely neglected.
The purpose of the current study was to address these three limitations-reliance on simplistic disguise manipulations, lack of data on familiarity effects, and absence of data on impersonation disguise. To this end, we first created a new image set -the FAÇADE image set-that documents the changes people made to their own appearance when motivated to induce identification errors. We then used FAÇADE images to construct a series of face matching experiments in which we compared identification accuracy for evasion and impersonation disguises, relative to undisguised images of the same people. Finally, we assessed effects of familiarity by testing viewers who were either unfamiliar (Experiments 1 & 2) or familiar (Experiment 3) with the faces in the FAÇADE image set.
The FAÇADE Image Set
To allow experimental manipulations of disguise, we constructed the FAÇADE image set, which is available from the authors as a research resource. The image set comprises photographs of volunteer models, each of whom was photographed in Evasion, Impersonation and No Disguise conditions. Rather than standardising changes in appearance, we sought to capture whatever changes the models deemed fit for purpose. For this reason, we specified disguise goals for the models (described below), but did not specify the means by which they were to achieve these goals. Our only stipulations were that (i) the end result should resemble a naturalistic face rather than someone in fancy dress, and (ii) that paraphernalia that would have to be removed for a passport security check (e.g. hats, scarves, masks) were not allowed.
Twenty-six early-career researchers (e.g. postgraduate students; postdoctoral researchers) and associates at the Department of Psychology, University of York volunteered as models (13 female, 13 male; age range 23-40). To create the different disguise conditions, we set disguise goals for these models based on reference photographs. For the Evasion condition, we gave the models their own work profile photograph, and asked them to make themselves look unlike that reference photo for a subsequent photo shoot. For the Impersonation condition, we gave them a reference photo of someone else (that other person's work profile photograph), and asked them to make themselves look like that person. We anticipated that the effectiveness of Impersonation disguises might depend on the initial similarity between the model's face and the target's face. Anecdotal accounts of identity theft suggest that fraudsters will pay a premium for photo-ID documents of people who look like them. To assess similarity effects, we created two impersonation conditions for each identity. Impersonation Similar paired the model with a similar-looking target (rated to be the most similar out of 33 potential match faces by a group of 3 viewers).
Impersonation Random paired the model with a randomly chosen target of the same sex. To incentivise models to engage fully with the task, we introduced a cash reward, with the best disguise in each condition (based on participants' error rates in Experiment 1) receiving a £50 prize.
Disguise photo shoots were arranged separately for each model over a six-week period, allowing time for the models to plan and prepare their disguises, and for the experimenters to acquire any props and make-up requested. We also took a new No Disguise photograph of each model (in addition to the workplace photograph), to allow construction of undisguised same-identity pairs. Reference photos were taken between 6 months and 4 years before the experimental photo sessions (for comparison, passport photographs are often valid for up to 10 years). Figure 1 illustrates some of the possibilities. 
Ethics statement
This study was approved by the Department of Psychology Ethics Committee at the University of York. All photographic models provided written informed consent for their images to contribute to the FAÇADE image set and to be used in psychology experiments. All participants in the experiments provided written informed consent.
Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to assess the impact of evasion and impersonation disguises on unfamiliar face matching performance. Unlike previous studies, we examined disguises that were freely chosen by the wearer to meet person-specific goals (to avoid one's own appearance, or to approach that of a particular target person). We expected that accuracy would be poorer overall for disguised faces than for undisguised faces. Of greater interest was whether viewers would be equally fooled by evasion disguise and impersonation disguise. Previous studies of unfamiliar face matching have shown that viewers find it difficult to integrate photos of the same face, even for natural samples of images Andrews, Jenkins, Cursiter, & Burton, 2015) . Presumably, deliberate efforts to disrupt that integration will make it harder still. For impersonation disguise, we also asked whether a person's similarity to the target matters. We expected that it might be easier for models to pass themselves off as targets whom they resembled anyway, compared with targets with a very different appearance. To address all of these questions, we presented photos of the same models in both Disguise and No Disguise pairs, so that we could isolate effects of different disguise types on matching accuracy.
The No Disguise condition was similar to a standard matching task for facial identity (Burton et al., 2010; White et al., 2015) . Viewers were presented with pairs of face images and were asked to decide whether the two images showed the same person or two different people. In this case, we extended the standard design by including two types of different person trial. In Different Similar pairings, the foil was the most similar looking model in the FACADE image set. In Different Random pairings, the foil was drawn at random from models of the same sex. The Disguise condition repeated these identity pairings, but with models deliberately changing their appearance to meet the prescribed disguise goal. We expected that accuracy would be lower overall in the Disguise condition than the No Disguise condition. However, our main interest was the size of the performance decrement in each disguise category.
Method Participants
Thirty undergraduate students from the University of York (mean age = 23 years; 22 female, 8 male) volunteered as participants in return for payment or course credit. All of the volunteers were naïve to the purpose of the experiment, and none of them was familiar with any of the models in the FAÇADE image set (confirmed by post-test familiarity check).
Design and Stimuli
Experimental stimuli were photo pairs constructed from the FAÇADE images (see Figure 2) .
The matching task used a 2 x 3 within-subjects design, with the factors Disguise Condition Each of the 26 models appeared in each of the six conditions, resulting in 156 trials in total.
The dependent variable was percentage accuracy in the face-matching task for each of these conditions.
Figure 2. Example image pairs for each condition of the face matching task in Experiment 1. The top row shows No Disguise images of the Same person (left), a Different person of Similar appearance (centre), and a Different person selected at Random (right). The bottom row shows the Disguise conditions, with the disguised image shown on the right of each pair. The Disguise could involve Evasion (in Same person pairs), or Impersonation (in Different person pairs). In Evasion disguise (left column) the disguised model (right image) tries to escape their normal appearance (left image). In Impersonation disguise (centre and right columns) a different model (right image) tries to mimic the normal appearance of the target model (left image).

Procedure
In this experiment, participants were simply told they would be completing a face-matching task. Importantly, the possibility of disguise was not mentioned. Participants viewed the image pairs one at a time on a computer screen (viewing distance ~50cm). For each pair, the participants' task was to decide whether the two images showed the same person or two different people. Stimuli remained on screen until keypress response, and participants advanced through the task at their own pace without time pressure. Each participant viewed all 156 image pairs in a random order. Following the experiment, participants completed a familiarity check. Participants were presented with an image of each person in the stimulus set, and were asked to indicate whether or not they were familiar with each one. Items were categorised as familiar if the participant could name the person or provide individuating semantic information (e.g. person from lab X who studies Y). The entire task took approximately 20 minutes to complete.
Results
None of the participants was familiar with any of the faces in the experiment. Figure 3A shows the mean percentage accuracy rates across participants, separately for each of the six experimental conditions. 
matching accuracy (percent correct) for (A) unfamiliar viewers (Experiment 1), (B) informed unfamiliar viewers (Experiment 2), and (C) familiar viewers (Experiment 3). Each face appeared in Disguise (dark bars) and No Disguise (light bars), in Same, Different Similar, and Different
Random identity pairings (x-axis; see main text for details). Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
Note that a successful evasion disguise should increase the number of incorrect 'different person' responses in the Same condition, whereas a successful impersonation disguise should increase the number of incorrect 'same person' responses in the Different Similar and Different Random conditions.
As can be seen from the figure, accuracy was consistently lower in the Disguise condition than in the No Disguise condition. However, it was much lower for Same identity trials, in which evasion disguise incurred a 35% performance cost, compared to a 9% cost for impersonation. To analyse these differences, we submitted participants' mean accuracy scores to a 2 x 3 within-subjects ANOVA with the factors of Disguise Condition (Disguise, No Disguise) and Pair Type (Same, Different Similar, Different Random 
Discussion
As expected, deliberate disguise impaired face-matching performance in this task. More interesting is that disguise type also made a difference. Evasion disguise (trying not to look like oneself) was much more effective than impersonation disguise (trying to look like a target individual). The performance decrement for impersonation was comparable for similar and randomly chosen disguise targets. One potentially important aspect of the procedure in Experiment 1 was that participants were not informed about the disguise manipulation until debrief. This raises the question of whether participants might be more adept at 'seeing through' disguises if they were fully briefed in advance. We addressed this possibility in the next experiment.
Experiment 2
In the previous experiment, deliberate disguise impacted accuracy in an identity matching task for unfamiliar faces. It is possible that this task was particularly difficult because participants were not expecting to see people in disguise. Expectations have been shown to influence accuracy in visual search and a range of other cognitive tasks (Reed, Ryan, McEntee, Evanoff & Brennan, 2011; Nocum, Brennan, Huang & Reed, 2013; Siipola, 1935; Wolfe, Horowitz, & Kenner, 2005) . Based on such findings, we expected that if participants were informed about the disguise manipulations, the disguises might be less effective, leading to reduced error rates. To test this possibility, we recruited a new group of participants to complete the face-matching task presented in Experiment 1. The only difference was that we now explained to participants (i) the purpose of the study, (ii) the construction of the FAÇADE image set, and (iii) the design of the experiment, before presenting the task. As well as allowing direct comparison between informed and uninformed unfamiliar viewers, these conditions approximate everyday identification situations in which the use of disguise may be anticipated.
Methods
Participants
Thirty new undergraduate students at the University of York (mean age = 21 years; 19 female, 11 male) volunteered as participants in return for payment or course credit. None of these new participants had taken part in Experiment 1, and none of them was familiar with any of the models in the FAÇADE image set (confirmed by post-test familiarity check).
Design and Stimuli
The design and stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except that we now explained the design and stimuli to the participants during the task instruction. Thus, participants were aware from the start that half of the comparisons involved faces that were disguised to look unlike themselves or to look like another person.
Results
Summary data from Experiment 2 are presented in Figure 3B . 
Discussion
Accuracy in the unfamiliar face-matching task was again lower for disguised faces than for undisguised faces, even though participants were now informed about the disguise manipulation in advance. In addition, we replicated the finding that different types of disguise had different effects on performance, with evasion disguises attracting more errors than impersonation disguises. All of these results repeat the pattern established in Experiment 1. In fact, pooling over Experiments 1 and 2 revealed no significant differences in accuracy across the two experiments. To summarise, briefing viewers on the use of disguises did not allow them to see through the disguises in this task. We next consider the role of familiarity in seeing through disguise.
Experiment 3
It is well established that perceptual experience with an individual's face improves identification of that face. In particular, familiar viewers can easily recognise individuals across changes in image that defeat unfamiliar viewers Noyes & Jenkins, 2017 Given that familiar viewers are relatively impervious to incidental changes in appearance, it seems plausible that the same might be true for deliberate changes in appearance. If so, then viewers who were already familiar with the FAÇADE models before the experiment should perform relatively well on the matching task. Although this strikes us as a reasonable hypothesis, we do not regard it as a foregone conclusion. On the statistical view that we advance, a viewer's expertise with a particular face extends over the range of variability encountered. But it is also bounded by the range of variability encountered. That limitation explains why it can be difficult to recognise 'before they were famous' photos of well-known celebrities (unless the viewer knew them before they were famous; Russell,
What is the status of disguised familiar faces in this scheme? The very purpose of disguise is to move the appearance of the face outside its normal range, and thus outside the range of viewers' perceptual experience. The question is whether this move makes it an unfamiliar face. If so, then familiar viewers should be no more accurate than unfamiliar viewers at matching disguised faces. On the other hand, if the disguise leaves enough information to engage the representation of a learned face, then familiar viewers should see through the disguise easily.
Methods
Participants
Thirty friends and colleagues of the models in the FAÇADE image set (mean age = 27 years;
16 female, 14 male) volunteered as participants in return for a small payment. All of these new participants were familiar with all of the FAÇADE models, as confirmed by a post-test familiarity check. None had taken part in the preceding experiments.
Design & Stimuli
The design and stimuli were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2, except for the participant group. In Experiment 3, participants were all personally familiar with the models in the FAÇADE image set.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 2. Participants were aware from the start that the faces they were comparing could be disguised to look unlike themselves or to look like another person.
Results
Summary data from Experiment 3 are presented in Figure 3C . As can be seen from the figure, accuracy approached ceiling in all conditions (~98%), with the exception of Same Person pairs in the Disguise condition (evasion disguise; 87% 
Analysis of familiarity effects
To examine effects of Familiarity on this task, we directly compared performance across 
Effects of Familiarity on Disguise trials
The key question here is whether viewers see through disguises more easily when they are familiar with the disguised faces, compared with viewers who are unfamiliar with the disguised faces. Analysis of Disguise trials revealed a significant main effect of Familiarity 
Effects of Familiarity on No Disguise trials
Discussion
Accuracy in the disguised face-matching task was relatively high for viewers who knew the people being disguised. In fact, for familiar viewers, accuracy for impersonation disguises was as high as for undisguised faces. However, even familiar viewers were impaired by evasion disguises (11% cost), albeit to a lesser extent than informed unfamiliar viewers (28% cost). Although many studies have shown that familiar viewers are impervious to many incidental variations in facial appearance, deliberate disguise can move the appearance of a known face outside the recognisable range. We return to this point in our
General Discussion.
General Discussion
We constructed the FAÇADE image set to facilitate experimental investigation of deliberate disguise. This new image set, comprising photographs of models in disguised and undisguised form, builds on earlier work in several important ways. Previous stimulus sets have been limited to evasion disguise, and have applied the same, standardised manipulations to each face (e.g. Righi, Peissig, & Tarr, 2012; Terry, 1993; Terry, 1994) . The FAÇADE image set captures idiosyncratic disguises, devised by the models themselves to meet evasion and impersonation goals. Unlike other disguise image sets, it includes both male and female faces, rather than males only. It also excludes props and paraphernalia that would violate everyday face identification guidelines by occluding facial features. The FAÇADE image set is available from the authors as a resource for face perception research.
Rather than focusing on recognition memory performance, we presented FAÇADE images in a series of perceptual matching experiments, providing a direct comparison between participants who were familiar versus unfamiliar with the FAÇADE models. In Experiment 1, unfamiliar viewers performed relatively accurately when the faces were undisguised (cf. Burton, White, & McNeill, 2010) , presumably because the number of possible identities was small. As expected, accuracy was much lower when the faces were disguised. Moreover, the accuracy cost was disproportionately large for evasion disguise, in which models sought not to be recognised as themselves. A similar pattern emerged in Experiment 2, in which unfamiliar viewers were briefed on the disguise manipulations before testing. Awareness of this manipulation did not reduce the rate of errors or alter their distribution across conditions. In Experiment 3, viewers who were familiar with the models' faces performed at ceiling when the faces were undisguised, consistent with previous studies of familiar face recognition (Bruce & Young, 1986; Burton et al., 1999; Noyes & Jenkins, 2017) . Interestingly, familiar viewers also readily saw through the impersonation disguises.
However, even familiar viewers could be fooled by evasion disguises. A few previous studies have probed the limits of familiar face matching by presenting very low quality images (e.g. Robertson, Noyes, Dowsett, Jenkins & Burton, 2016; Jenkins & Kerr, 2013) . The present case is the first that we are aware of to approach those limits using normal quality photographs.
How might this pattern of findings be explained? Two points seem to us important. First, it is well established that internal facial features (eyes, nose and mouth) play a key role in familiar face recognition, whereas recognition of unfamiliar faces is often very dependent on external features such as hairstyle (Clutterbuck & Johnston, 2002; Ellis, Shepherd, & Davies, 1979; Young et al., 1985) . The FAÇADE models were clearly very creative in their approaches to disguise (see Figure 1) . But without the services of a professional makeup artist or a plastic surgeon, the scope for changing the appearance of internal features was more limited than the scope for changing hairstyle and hair colour. This limited ability to alter the appearance of internal features may explain failures of impersonation disguises in Experiment 3, although we can not rule out other factors with the current experimental design.
Our second point concerns the nature of face recognition itself. Recent computational and theoretical approaches show how some of the problems that image variability presents in everyday face recognition can be solved by creating a perceptual space that is reshaped around regions corresponding to familiar identities Kramer, Young, & Burton, 2018; Kramer, Young, Day, & Burton, 2017) . This conceptual framework naturally accommodates the observation that familiar viewers performed more accurately than unfamiliar viewers in this task. The proposal is that exposure to a person's face refines the viewer's mental representation of that face, so that the representation comes to incorporate the range of variability in appearance for that person (Bruce, 1994; Burton, Jenkins, Hancock, White, 2005; Burton, Kramer, Ritchie, Jenkins, 2016) . For an unfamiliar viewer, even minor changes in appearance might constitute an effective disguise, as the acceptable range of appearance for that identity is not known. But for a familiar viewer, the same changes in appearance may fall within the acceptable range, as that range has been informed by prior perceptual experience with the face in question. We suggest that a better grasp of the within-person variability for each face supports more accurate identity judgements.
The same framework can explain why evasion disguises led to more errors than impersonation disguises: there are many more ways to leave one's own region of facial appearance than to enter someone else's. For example, changing your hair colour might make you look less like your usual self, supporting the goal of evasion. But it would only support the goal of impersonation if your new hair colour matches that of the target. The particular difficulty in seeing through evasion disguise echoes the more general problem of 'telling people together' in normal face recognition Andrews, Jenkins, Cursiter, & Burton, 2015) . In the context of incidental image variability, unfamiliar viewers often find telling people together harder than telling people apart, whereas familiar viewers have little trouble with either. The demands of telling people together and seeing through evasion disguise are closely related, in that both require mapping different images onto the same identity. Evasion disguise presents a particularly extreme case because divergences in appearance are deliberate rather than incidental, and are calculated to mislead. If a person changes their facial appearance outside of its normal range, mastery of that normal range might not be much help.
In discussing these findings, we have been confident in ascribing higher accuracy in Experiment 3 to higher familiarity of the participants with the target faces. A reviewer asked whether other differences between experiments might account for the better performance. For example, the participants in Experiment 3 were not only four years older on average, they had also spent more time in psychology education. Perhaps they had acquired expert knowledge about face identification that helped them to solve the task. Age seems unlikely to account for the observed differences, given that face processing ability is known to be stable across the age range that we tested. Germine, Duchaine, & Nakayama (2010) tested 44,000 10-70 year olds on the Cambridge Face Matching Test, and found an increase in accuracy of just 2% from early-to late-twenties. Susilo, Germine, & Duchaine (2013) reported similar findings. This brings us to possible effects of additional psychology education. There is a superficial response to this concern, which is that participants in Experiment 3 had not in fact acquired expert knowledge about face identification and disguise. Those topics were not part of the postgraduate taught programme, and none of the participants was conducting research in those areas. However, there is a deeper point too, which is that gaining expert knowledge about face identification does not seem to improve performance. In a recent demonstration of this, White et al. (2014) found that trained passport officers were no more accurate than undergraduate students at matching unfamiliar faces. Moreover, there was no correlation between time in post (0-20 years) and accuracy. Papesh (2018) reported similar findings based on other practitioner groups. Even training programmes that were specifically designed to enhance face identification performance appear to confer little or no benefit (e.g. Towler, White & Kemp, 2014 , 2017 .
In short, despite the tremendous applied incentive to reduce identification errors, only one factor has been found to bring about meaningful improvements in performance, and that is familiarity with the faces concerned (see Johnston & Edmonds, 2009; Burton, Jenkins & Schweinberger, 2011 for reviews).
To achieve a strong manipulation of familiarity in this study, we used a between-groups design in which different participants were recruited as familiar viewers and unfamiliar viewers. Familiar viewers already knew the disguised individuals before the experiment, through day-to-day social exposure. Unfamiliar viewers had never seen the disguised individuals before. This approach has the advantages of capturing familiarity differences as they occur in real life, and allowing massive disparities in prior exposure (compared with, say, learning experiments in which participants are 'familiarized' with new faces as part of the study). The disadvantage of this between-groups design is that it can not definitively rule out other between-groups differences as contributing factors (as discussed above). We interpret elevated accuracy in Experiment 3 in the light of converging evidence accumulated over several decades.
Previous studies of unfamiliar face matching have consistently found high error rates, even when there is no intent to deceive. Here we found that error rates were much higher in the context of deliberate disguise. The implications for applied facial image comparison are clear. For situations in which people are motivated to change their appearance, estimates of identification performance that ignore that motivation probably underestimate identification errors. The reasonable assumption that such situations are rare offers little comfort, as rare occurrences are more frequently missed in vigilance tasks (Wolfe, Horowitz, & Kenner, 2005; Wolfe, Brunelli, Rubenstein, & Horowitz, 2013) . We had expected that informing participants about the disguise manipulation might improve their performance (Experiment 2). As it turned out, there was no appreciable benefit to being informed. If performance on this task is to be improved, other possibilities will have to be explored. It is clear that familiar viewers can achieve higher levels performance (Experiment 3). That might be a practical solution in some cases, but it is difficult to see how it could scale. Training programmes designed to enhance facial image comparison have generally had disappointing results (e.g. Towler, White & Kemp 2014 , 2017 . It is possible that knowledge of the methods people use to disguise themselves might enhance performance on this task, but we are not especially optimistic about this possibility. Even in the current study, different individuals used different methods of disguise for different purposes. This makes it difficult to see how useful generalisations could be extracted.
Crowd analysis-the method of pooling independent decisions from multiple viewers-has been shown to improve face matching performance in previous work (White Burton, Kemp, & Jenkins, 2013; Jeckeln, Hahn, Noyes, Cavazos, & O'Toole, 2018) . Given the generality of crowd effects (Galton, 1907; Ariely et al., 2000; Surowiecki, 2004) , there are good reasons to expect that crowd analysis could improve identification accuracy for disguised faces too.
Finally, computer algorithms play an important role in applied face recognition (see Phillips & O'Toole, 2014; Phillips, 2017 for recent reviews). Given that computer algorithms can diverge from human information processing, it would be informative to compare accuracy across systems and look for analogous or complementary patterns.
In summary, the current experiments advance our understanding of facial disguise in several ways. The simple observation that disguise impairs face matching implies that, in some situations, performance estimates based on undisguised faces may be overoptimistic.
Studies that rely on generic disguises mischaracterise the problem, because people in fact deploy idiosyncratic disguises to meet specific goals. Disguises were less effective for viewers who knew the faces, compared with viewers who did not know the faces. Evasion disguise affects face-matching accuracy more strongly than impersonation disguise-a finding that holds for familiar and unfamiliar faces alike. These distinctions will have to be acknowledged if deliberate disguise in applied settings is to be confronted.
